
Flextra OZZ LED high-beam with dual position-light, E-
approved

Stylish and contemporary E-approved high-beam with a powerful light, that has a

unique look with its 3-part dual color position-light. Available with 7" or 9".

These are some serious LED high-beams! E-approved LED high-beams by

Flextra that have a stylish and modern look. There are 16 Osram LEDs that

are well placed so that can not be seen at the first glance and that gives the

LED high-beams a very powerful light.

The LED high-beams are available as a 7" version with 80W / 7.200

theoretical lumen and a 9" version with 160W / 15.000 theoretical lumen.

Furthermore, they have a 3-part dual-color position-light, which gives you

the possibility to change between white and yellow positions-light as you

feel like it so that it fits your vehicle. When starting up the position light it

will light up with a dynamic light that goes out to each side.

In regards to the light diagram, it shows 1 lux at 470m on the 7" version

and 680m on the 9" version with the boost function. You will therefore get

more light than the diagram shows and be able to see the reflections in the

cones on the side of the road further out.

The lens glass is produced in polycarbonate and the lamp housing is made

of powder-coated aluminum to achieve a sleek design and good cooling for

the LEDs.

There are pre-mounted brackets and also a pre-mounted 4-pins ATP plug,

which makes the installation much easier.

Black: Minus / -

Blue: High-beam (E-approved)

Red: High-beam (Boost / NOT E-approved)

White: White position-light

Yellow: Yellow position-light

E-approvements: ECE R112, R7, R10, CE

 

Buy online at www.matronics.eu/24606566

https://www.matronics.eu//products/datasheet/24606566


Product overview

7 Inch, Black
SKU 24606566
LEDs: 16 x OSRAM
Voltage: 12-35V DC
Consumption: 80W
Lumen theoretical: 7200lm
Lumen effective: 5800lm
Reference: 50
Kelvin: 5000K
Operating temperature: – 40°C to +60°C
Consumption 12V / 24V: 6,03A / 2,84A
Dimensions: 72 x 170 x 178mm

7 Inch, White
SKU 24606567

9 Inch, Black
SKU 24606568
LEDs: 16 x OSRAM
Voltage: 10-35V DC
Consumption: 160W
Lumen theoretical: 15000lm
Lumen effective: 10600lm
Reference: 50
Kelvin: 5000K
Operating temperature: – 40°C to +60°C
Consumption 12V / 24V: 10,16A / 5,6A

9 Inch, White
SKU 24606569
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